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OBJECTIVE 
The purpose of this analysis is to evaluate the distribution of stress through the cam 
surface of a firing pin head developed for the Remington Model 710 rifle. 

CONCLUSIONS 
An ANSYS model was used to predict stress distribution in the firing pin head resuliing 

'!;." ,_, 

from bolt-opening forces. Two areas of high stress were predicted. Along ~er0'.004iip.ch 
wide contact surface between the firing pin head and the bolt body;, s~ess wa:s pr~ictel 8.:5 -~~' 
to be around 120,000 ps~, below the 190,000 psi ~ield stre~\;fh~flf'fh.e ~ftteri~\~f~~~~!:~!)" 
patches at the ends of this surface, however, predicted s;tfess ro~. well O¥er ~0,000 ~1. 
It is likely that a small degree of plastic deforma~ipn wil(joccur ~these p!Uc*s, widening 

the contact area until the stress is spre~~~~~~belrilf~~~,~~~tt~al's~~ld stf~ngth. 
Another location of significant::~~ss riq~uq;q!'-bn ~~ edg~t)f the lateral constraint 
applied on the firing p~~ h~tfby ffi~~~ol;p1ug. S,~$~ along the edge was predicted by 
the ANSYS analy~~~ tq~9e 8;t.9und 30,POO:J?.~!h~tti a peak of 53,000 psi occurring in a 
small area atth.if.tild oftbe p:B,tch. .)~; :~~-·· 

o)i~'\!\. ~~~:!~~::!~! ':~~: j~¥";~J) 
Af1 '',ffhCi,JQa<l'l~l:l<>n<l1tions at the firing pin head were calculated as follows: 

,,;h:;~,t ;rr ·~fi ··c '1d' 

• :/' -- . -, r}· '~~ . ~e Hblt body cam surface is a helix with 2.18 inches of rise per turn. The angle of a i': ~~?~ -r~~~ th h 1· · · b ~g~ -~~ ·c0;~~ .,y,•Sw iace on e e 1x 1s given y 
·;~~'-' ,~;f . ' . 

~~~~~~dW' 

where dis the diameter of the location on the helix. Using d values of0.498 and 0.695, 
the inner and outer diameters of the bolt body, resulted in slopes of 55 and 45 degrees, 
respectively. The average, a slope of SO degrees, was used to calculate forces. 
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Figurfr:'-Diagram"i;{ sil'~~~. 

L 

Figure 1 depicts the stress ,~W'latiqµ.)ri:'.~~)iH~g pi~)lead~~~j represents the normal force 
applied to the firing W.p ti.~~ by thtjpo~;bod>:,.,,,f isihe frictional force applied to the 
firing pin heac!.,J?~rfiie\.§olt'"b~dy. T t~pr~t'S':the force applied to the firing pin head by 
the firin,~ pi~(spring: l~~ theJate~~~rorc<tapplied by the bolt plug on the firing pin head. 
Fis relat~d t~tJJ,pj.~' -~~;_ ~tk<::,r· 

l'~~tit&~il\~~i\;'.,\~;;r,'~~ '' . . F ~ µ . B 

:l;~~:;~~~~· 't~= l~hii#. µ re~;esents the coefficient of friction between the two surfaces. Mark's 
j'~ 1~~h ,)f,rEngineering Handbook givesµ values for steel-on-steel contact of 0.4 to 0.0 l, depending 
=~~~ i~~ -=,:m,.,,:/' on lubrication. 0.4, the value for dry contact, was used. 
~~~=-, ~gr 

q~~~~~dW' The vertical components of the forces in Figure I were added and set to zero, resulting in 

T+Fy-By=O 

The y components of B and Fare given by 

and 

Fy = Fcos50° = Bµcos50° 

By= Bsin40° 
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resulting in 
T + Bµ cos50° - Bsin40° = 0 

From the spring specifications, Tis 20 lbs. The above equation may be solved for B as 

20 
B = = S 1.86 pounds 

sin40° -0.4cos50° 

Friction may be solved for from B: 

F = µ · B = 0.4·51.86 = 20.74pounds 
._Ji. 

Roark's Formulas for Stress & Strain gives the following equation for width, of a c.t 
patch in the interface between a cylinder and flat plate if both materials hav¢~~oiss&ti,s 
ratio of 0.3 and share the same modulus of elasticity: ''.~L '.}. ·::;,;. -:~~b 8 -' .;~t~' 

KD 
-~.·\~~?.·;~·~.~-~~:'.·;·~·I·.-·.-:'~~ ';(~-~.•.= _ _;._ ~i~-:-.~.~?~-~~~~~~~~ ·~~~~f1~-·, .. 

b = 2.isJp .. , -~;h_ \:, 1~j. :~( "i:r 
~:~i.,; ~(:::~ -~ -.;~ ;~~) 

,- ~f'~>:' ,!;E1 ~;\~:i~,·:;~~ t;;b 
where bis the contact patch wi~tl],~p is:~'the (qt~~ OVff th~'~h of the cylinder, Ko is the 
diameter of the cylinder, ~4£l~"t~ m94-u1us of elaspcity for the the plate and cylinder. 
Entering the appropria~~ va}~es for tti~ ti~g pjpJlea(lto bolt body interface gives 

.Ai1rfr: "~~; ~:;;.; l~; --~~r~~·F' 

'''' \1i~. ,,.~,:~~- b 1&.1 ~~; .. :?J~~() 0.170 = 4.13x10-1 inches 
:;~\, ~~~~i(· \~· '0.079830x106 

~~?~,:~~~ '. ·~J~.. -~~~~' ...... 

t~~~" ~~,, '\\b '( ';,;;;'l ·1~ 
j~~~F;~~:;~~~~· 1~~h. ,:·lk;~EDURE 
:~~\ ,~~ -,,,;~~ '' ;/ 
'~\ ,~;f . · . The analysis was conducted on a CADDS 5 
~~~~~~~d~F model of the firing pin head developed for the 

Remington Model 710. The CADDS model 
was simplified by the removal of all fillets not 
in the area of the cam surface. Faces on the 
model were split to provide a location to apply 
the side constraints and cam surface pressure. 
The model was brought into ANSYS. It was 
meshed with 10-node tetrahedral elements 
using the ANSYS Smartmesh tool with a 
coarseness level of six. The areas of the 
protrusion on which the cam surface acted 
were refined with ANSYS's Meshtool and a 
refinement level of one. The meshed model 
may be seen in Figure 2. Figure 2. Meshed model of firing pin bead. 
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Lateral 
constraints 

Longitudinal and 
vertical constraints 

The model was constrained as 
follows: A longitudinal 
displacement constraint and a 
vertical displacement constraint 
were placed on the cylindrical 
area where the firing pin head 
attached to the firing pin. The 
lateral position of the firing pin 
head was fixed by placing 
displacement constraints on the 
areas where the bolt plug cradled 
the cam surface protrusion of the 
firing pin head. The location of 
the displacement constraints may 
be seen in Figure 3.,, ·\~L 

~~~ ~~·',· :. \~~-
The loact9p lfi~ caJ{sut.f~ce ~3 .;~0~' 
apnjit;~~iiltw~fromJl9;1,1erlts~tr; ' .·::f~> · 

~-... · ····~ ~~\ .<.... ~ •• ·. 

Figure 3. Constraints placed on model. ·;:{ofoe I1Qrmal td{the ¢am Sur . ce 
.,:,;,, ·,¥,i;is app&d as JasS~OOO-psi 

~,_, .. )'., %i~i~;' ... p~ssuretlver the'1entire 0.0041 
wide area. This represented a force ~.f~T:86 poui\tis'.''.lf4~~-econcf~omponent of the cam 
surface load was the force fl.PP~~aj,~y··w,.~.fri..:tihn b#weektne cam surface of the firing 
pin head and the bolt£ody?this·w~ ~lied hY ... ~electing all the nodes on the 0.0041-
inch wide area,_~o~tiii~_thC:~f9ode co9~d~!~ •. ~$lt~m 50 degrees and applying a force to 
each node i(l~~~riegad~e y'i:l~recti~~oftlienew coordinate system. The mesh had 
resu~ted'.~ 3'1%. ~?~<\¢s oii~e ~~f}~area, so the frictional force of 20.74 pounds was 
M?,PJ1ed ~:;t f~&e of0.06M4 pounds per node. 
~=:p··,~\~:•:, .,~~-- ;;~~~~ ·:; 

~f;~t.r;:~~~i"'\~~Alt;:~~~~~~Aad be~n fully constrained and loaded, the analysis was solved using the 
;~:~ ~~SYS P<".!6 solver with a tolerance of 1 o-8

• 
;;)v:r;~~~~- -~~~~ ,~,~ .,( 

~~l ~d;·. , .. :-~ t'" 
·:~51 ;~~ -~-~;:~~ ... <~;3o~ 
-~1t, ,-~if" 

~J~.. <'~''' '"~~~~r.=t;;~-~' 
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RESULTS 
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~ff~~~;;~~~i\\:~~~ '~~~.···\;.i;\fi~b. 
•···~ ;[; ~f~: ··'. .. :. Figure 4. Stress distribution in firing pin head. 

;~ ~;'' _,.,_ ~~~- ,~~? ' . -~~~ '\: ... 
j'~ ~ ~ -r~ 
=8~, .~IB ·c0;m ... ,}~,• i he Von Mises stress distribution predicted by the ANS YS model may be seen in Figure 
·;~~'·. ,~;! 4. Peak stress is concentrated in the 0.004-inch wide contact patch. Stress along the 

~~~~~~d~F contact patch surface runs aroWld 120,000 psi. Both the bottom and top ends of this 
patch contain areas, shown in gray on the above figure, where stress exceeds the 190,000 
psi yield strength of the firing pin head material. One node on the bottom area returned a 
stress over 500,000 psi. The firing pin head may be expected to deform plastically in the 
regions at the ends of the contact patch. Plastic deformation in these areas will widen the 
contact patch area even out the stress distribution until stresses are below the yield 
strength of the material. 

Another location of significant stress is farther back on the protrusion of the firing pin 
head, at the edge of the area where lateral constraints were applied. Stress in this location 
runs around 30,000 psi, peaking at 53,000 psi at the top end of the edge. The same 
pattern and levels of stress occur on the other side of the part. 
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APPENDIX 
This appendix contains an enlarged Figure 4, as well as other views of the stress results. 
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Figure 6. Von Mises stress distribution, closeup of c~t patch.\;. 
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